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the heavy monosyllable " Thus " and the graceful airy
tribrach " Italy ", and its rich variety of vowel sounds.
And I think it's religiously beautiful, too. I wish he had
left out the words " no altar standeth whole ", for he
knew they must jar on so much Christian feeling and
would have jarred on Monica's; but they positively help
his point—which is that the only true union is through
common life in God, and that this remains true thro* all
changes of form and language. .. .
... It seems to me a beautiful thing, and tho' no doubt
many of his sonnets suffer from his peculiar awkward-
ness, and none are like Milton or Daddy, I think this and
" God knows it, I am with you " and " Their glorious
tasks in silence perfecting " are all " pretty well, Sir " in
the great Doctor's phrase!
Another point. The Bible as literature. I do not mean
of course that there is not truth to be found in the Bible,
but what I mean is that the Bible is literature, the impres-
sion of mind coloured by emotion and imagination—not
science, the expression of colourless mind. The N.T.
everywhere contradicts itself as Newton and Euclid
cannot. They cannot say " Peace on Earth " and then
" I came not to bring peace ". " My yoke is easy "—
" Strait is the gate and narrow is the way ", and a hundred
other such things, but the Bible being literature can say
them and we, I suppose, are to realize that they are all
truth looked at from different points of view. It seems to
me almost the difierence between a truth which Kves and
moves and changes and adapts itself to circumstances and
is spiritual, and a truth which is literal, motionless, hard,
and comparatively speaking dead. That is why I do think
the Creeds are a stumbling block. They materialized what
ought to have remained free and spiritual, and they now
bind us, as the Bible does not, in the tightly fitting
swaddling clothes of the third and fourth centuries. But
I am not forgetting the great services they have rendered
us: or the many true and serious things to be urged against
my view*

